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“Sophie’s studio is so inviting that I felt like I was 
just hanging out with a friend......and in the end, I 
had a portfolio of beautiful images.” 

- Sabine

TESTIMONIALS



FEATURED SESSION

“Sophie’s warmth and enthusiasm 
put me instantly 

at ease and brought out 
the best in me.”

      Kelly  

“Sophie has the gift of 
finding your 

light and shining 
it back at you.

She creates a safe 
space of trust where

vulnerabilities in front vulnerabilities in front 
of a cameracan become 

your strength.”
Stephanie
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NO NEED TO FEEL NERVOUS
We’re in this together.  Portraiture is a two 
way art form, so let me guide you.

After your Consultation you will feel so comAfter your Consultation you will feel so com-
fortable in the studio that you will return ex-
cited rather than nervous.  I will go over the 
outfits and provide you with a list of “before 

the shoot” ideas. 

“Plan your shoot and shoot your plan.”
                                                               - Sophie

This is a playdate for adults!
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THE CONSULTATION



THE REVEAL

The average client purchase is $1,800 with prints starting at $225.  

THE REVEAL
FASHION MAGAZINE STYLE PORTRAITS OF REAL WOMEN.....

                                                                               like you.

Portrait photography has always been my passion.  For over 25 years I’ve             Portrait photography has always been my passion.  For over 25 years I’ve             
photographed  everyday people celebrating milestones.  The Intimate Portrait    
Session is a transformational experience which you will love.  The guided shoot 
starts in the planning stages with the consultation to prep you for the photo shoot 
and leads you into the spectacular reveal.   The Reveal is scheduled for three weeks 
after the photoshoot.  It  will quite literally change how you see yourself by viewing 
your signature retouched portraits in a gallery like setting.......you will be amazed.

THIS IS A CELEBRITY-STYLETHIS IS A CELEBRITY-STYLE
PHOTO SHOOT EXPERIENCE!

When you come into the studio for your consultation,  we will plan and design the When you come into the studio for your consultation,  we will plan and design the 
photo shoot.  Sifting through posing albums and wardrobe suggestions, we will 
complete a storyboard of your personal  shoot so there will be no surprises on the 
day. My professional hair and makeup artist will give you a full makeover to your 
level of comfort of glam.   You arrive on the day of the shoot with  up to five outfits 
for your photoshoot and we help you style them.  If you do not have five outfits to 
wear, during the consultation we can style a wardrobe for you from what we offer 
in our studio. We can also help you find outfits to rent or buy online. I can even in our studio. We can also help you find outfits to rent or buy online. I can even 
make and design some embellishments for your gowns! I have crafted headpieces, 
neck pieces, tulle skirts and jewelry for many of my clients.
 

Who would you like to be photographed with?
Enjoy this photo shoot with your mother, sister, daughter, best friend or partner. 
You can plan it as a “Girls Day Out” with champagne and hor d’oeuvres. We can 
create an incredible shoot for you and your daughters where the guys show up at 
the end for family portraits. You can share this experience with your Mom and 
Grandma. I’ve photographed three and four generations together. And the best 
part, you can go out that night and “paint the town red” because you are all going to 

look and feel fabulous!

Arrive at the Studio for your REVEAL two weeks after your 
shoot.  Relax and view your portraits over a glass of wine 
or tea in the pressure free environment of the Studio.  
Choose your favorites off the wall and leave with only the 
photographs you love in a Folio Box of your choice.  I am so 
confident that you will fall in love with the photos we created 
together, that I retouch, print and mat the 8x10 prints in archival 11x14 mat board together, that I retouch, print and mat the 8x10 prints in archival 11x14 mat board 
so that you can leave with your photographs on the same day. If you have any questions, 
I will walk you through the In-Person Ordering Session, but just to be clear, there is no 
minimum order, you purchase only what you love.



                 BEFORE & AFTERS                                           Who doesn’t love a make-over?

Welcome to the WHITE BOX                         Getting to know your face

The “9 UP” is a, “What’s your best angle?” test.  After a light dusting of make up, we sit you in the 
white booth of light and I direct you to look at me in a variety of angles so I can best assess your face 
shape and how you respond to the camera and direction.  The best part of it is, you have a great 
headshot at the end of the “9 UP” shoot.  You then head back over to the make up chair to get a little

more Glam and change outfits.



“MORBI ID ODIO TINCIDUNT, SAGITTIS 
LECTUS EU, BLANDIT DOLOR. UT ALIQUET 

DAPIBUS FACILISIS.”
–AUTHOR’S NAME

Nothing like sleeping in on Sunday Morning

Near the end of the shoot, when your feeling 
really comfortable, you have the option to 
wrap yourself in a white sheet to take some 
very simple boudoir shots.  

A little bit sweet and a little bit sexy,
just tame enough for almost anyone to do.
ItIt’s really wonderful to have a shot of yourself 
feeling more daring than usual.....
I dare you!

SUNDAY    MORNING
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PROMOTIONAL     
  PHOTOGRAPHS 

“Branding” 
yourself and your
business is a 
creative process.”








